ABSTRACT. A 7r-complex is a finite, connected 2-dimensional CW complex with fundamental group n. The tree HT(n) of homotopy types of itcomplexes has width <N if there is a root Y of the tree such that, for any jr-complex X, X V (V¿=iS(-) lies on the stalk generated by Y. Let it be a finite abelian group with torsion coefficients r¡, • • -, t". The main theorem of this paper asserts that width HT(7r) < n(n -l)/2. This generalizes the results of [4].
1. Introduction. Let tt be a finitely presentable group. A 7r-complex is a finite connected 2-dimensional CW complex with fundamental group 77. In [4] , we gave a complete classification of the homotopy and simple homotopy types of Zn-complexes, where Z" is the finite cyclic group of order «. In general, we may describe the set of (simple) homotopy types of 7r-complexes (S)HT(tt) as a directed tree-a directed, connected graph which has no circuits. A vertex of (S)HT(7r) is the (simple) homotopy type [X] of a n-complex X. The vertices represented by X and Y are joined by an edge directed from [X] to [Y] if and only if ^"(s) X V S2. A 7r-complex is called a root if [X] possesses no predecessor; the stalk generated by X is the linearly ordered subgraph of (S)HT(tt) determined by the (simple) homotopy types of X, X V S2, X M S2 M S2,--:
The main theorem of [4] states that (S)HT(Zn) is a single stalk generated by the pseudo projective plane Pn = S1 L)n e2. We say that the width of (S)HT(tt) < tt if there is a root X such that, for any 7r-complex Y, Y V (\/"=1S2) is on the stalk generated by X.
It is known by the simple homotopy theory of J. H. C. Whitehead [14] that given any 7r-complex Y and any root X there is an integer 172(7) such that Y V (W¡L[Y)S2) is on the stalk generated by X. Width(S)HT(7r) < h indicates that there is a root X such that m(Y) can be chosen < 72 for any 7r-complex Y.
torsion coefficients of tt, aTia" k = k(n) = n(i2 -l)/2. Then the width HT(tt) < k(*).
If p is any positive integer, Theorem A implies that width HT(Zp) is zero, which is the result of [4] . If 77 = Z x Z, where p divides q, then width HT(7r) < 1. In this case, the homotopy tree of Zp x Zq -complexes looks at worst like:
where Z is the cellular model [4] of the presentation (a, b: ap, bq, aba~lb~l) and the horizontal levels represent the vertices with common Euler characteristic. At the present time it is unknown whether any of the other "branches" exist. However, at a given level x>3, there are only finitely many branches. See Theorem B.
As a corollary to A, we obtain a theorem on the cancellation of "large" sums of 2-spheres with it-complexes. If it is a finite abelian group and X, Y are 7T-complexes, then X V (Vi=i52) -Y V (VUis?) and s>t> k(n) imply that V/^f^S,2 can be cancelled from each side (up to homotopy type). For a given finite group tt let xn = min{x(X)\X is a 7T-complex}, Id be the order of 7r, and <¿ be the Euler «¿-function.
Theorem B. Let it be a finite group other than Z2. The number of homotopy types of -n-complexes with fixed Euler characteristic x ** X" + 1 " less than or equal to y(\/n\)/2. Examples, (a) If tt = Z2 x Z2, then Theorems A and B imply that the tree of (simple) homotopy types looks at worst like:
where X is the complex modeled on (a, 6: a2, b2, [a, b] ).
(b) If 7T = S3, the group (of order 6) of permutations on 3 letters, then HT(S3) looks at worst like the above tree, where X is a root of HT(S3) of minimal Euler characteristic. The complex X modeled on the presentation {a, b: b2, bab = a2} is such a root, since H2X = 0 [16] .
2. The chain functor. In [4] , we associated with each finite presentation P= (al,-• ; a":rl,-• -, rm) of a group 77, its cellular model P = (¿sMH which has a single 0-cell, one 1 -cell for each generator of P, and one 2-cell for each relator of P. The /th 2-cell is attached to the 1-skeleton V/LiS/1 according to the instructions provided by the /th relator r¡.
Then we associated with the cellular model P the cellular chain complex C*(P) of its universal covering P. C*(P) is a chain complex of free 7r-modules with preferred bases For example, let P= (alta2: a^a^a^1) be a presentation for 7r = Z x Z under the correspondence ^(aj) = 3ct = (1, 0) and yp(a2) = x2 = (0, 1). Then the associated chain complex C*(P) takes the form
Definition. We say that a chain complex C as in (*) above is realized by a presentation P of 77 if C*(F) = C. Recall that ipp: F-* n is the surjection given by the presentation P. Note that by (c), p\R = P is a homomorphism. Also, if rER , then
Lemma. 7?2e following sequence is exact:
Proof. This is really a restatement of Theorem 8 of [13] . Note that tc(7t) is the number of commutators in P and that P is a root of (S)HT(7t) (see [15] ). We will show that if X is any 7r-complex, then X V (Vfii^2) is on tne stalk generated by P; i.e., Let Z denote the « x k matrix of 32 restricted to (z12,zl3, • • ; zn_ln), the submodule of C2(S) generated by {z¡¡ Il < i </ < «}.
By examining the chain complex C*(P), it follows that ker(3,(S)) = ker(a1(F)) © Oc"+i, • ■ •, x¡> (we will henceforth identify ker 3,(P) as a submodule of Ofj, • • -, xn) C C^S)) and that ker 3,(P) is generated by {N¡x¡ I i = 1, • • -, tj} U {32zl7 11 < í </ < «}, where N¡ = zJIq1*/ e Z[ir]. Note also that, since R is a presentation of 7r with the same generators as S, {a2y¡ ri = l,"',mj generates ker 3, (S) = ker 3,(R).
As in [4, §3] , we use H. Jacobinski's theorem on the cancellation of projective rr-modules (see [7] The chain complexes C*(S) and C*(l/) differ only by a change of basis in C2. Proposition 4 of [4] shows that there is a homotopy equivalence f:V-*■ S which is the identity on the 1-skeleton and such that the matrix of /2#: (l/) -* Çz(-S) is exactly the matrix N recording the basis change in C2. Furthermore, this matrix N represents the Whitehead torsion r(f) E V/h(irl V) of the equivalence /. This completes the proof of Theorem A. D 5. Proof of Theorem B. In this section we will show that for a finite group n¥=Z2, the number of homotopy types of 7r-complexes with a given Euler characteristic x is less than or equal to ip(l7rl)/2, provided x =** Xn + 1-Definition. Let M be a finitely generated 7r-module. M has the cancellation property if for any finitely generated 7r-module N such that M © (Ztt)' = N © (Ztt)' (i >/), we have N = M® (Ztt)'-'.
The following lemma was shown to us by R. G. Swan [12] .
Lemma. Let X be any n-complex. Then n2(X) © Z7r has the cancellation property.
Proof. We will show that tt2(X) © Z7r satisfies the Eichler condition. That tt2(X) © Z7T has the cancellation property follows from the theorem of H. Jacobinski ([7] , [12, p. 178] ). A finitely generated, torsion free 7r-module M satisfies the Eichler condition *=* the algebra Endg^Q ® M) has no totally definite quaternion algebra as a direct summand (see [7] for a definition).
Consider the cellular chain complex C*(X) of the universal cover X of X. This gives an exact sequence of 77-modules 0 -► 7r2(Z) -♦ (Zrr)r -► (Ztt)* -+ Ztt -£* Z -* 0.
Tensoring with Q, the rationals. The resulting sequence splits and gives 7i2(X) ® Qs(QOn+1 © Q» where tj = r -s and / is the augmentation ideal. Therefore Q ® (tt2(X) © Z7r)s(Q/)" + 2 © Q"+1 and EndQ7r(Q ® (ir2(A) © Ztt)) a M"+2(EndQjrQ/) x M"+1(Q).
Since « > 0, no totally definite quaterniori algebras occur. D
We appeal to the theory of 2-types (see [10] ) and the cancellation theorem above. Let X be any 7r-complex with x(X) > Xn + 1-By a theorem of J. H. C. Whitehead [13] , We conclude that their algebraic 2-types (77,7r2, k) differ only by the obstruction invariant k EH3(n, tt2) s Z|".|. But each k E H3(ir, tt2) which is the obstruction invariant for a n-complex must be a generator of Hz(tt, tt2) (see [3] ). There are exactly (¿>(l7rl) such generators. The sign changing automorphism X: rr2 -* tt2 (Xx) = -x, x E tt2) together with id: 7r -»• tt gives an isomorphism of the 2-types
